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Specialist training in Europe: introduction to a special issue of the 
Journal of Thoracic Disease

Specialist training is a critical issue in Europe and worldwide. The trainee is a future colleague from whom we expect that 
he will deliver the best ever possible quality of care. This best quality of care encompasses a huge number of prerequisites. 
On the front line appear knowledge and cognitive skills, and psychomotor procedural skills; competence is demonstrated 
by appropriate decision-making and application of technical skills. During his training, a trainee is expected to progressively 
escalate the top of the famous Miller’s pyramid (1). As opposed to technical skills, which are tested in national or European 
board examinations, best quality of care requires a broad spectrum of non-technical skills including empathy, team playing, 
leadership, cost control among other. The Royal College of Physicians of Canada has prepared and published a guideline 
document called “CanMEDS glossary”, which describes 7 fundamentals, yet overlapping areas of competence, centred by 
medical expertise: communicator, collaborator, leader, health advocate, scholar, and professional (2). 

The helicopter view of specialist training in respiratory medicine and surgery over the European space appears as rather 
chaotic. First of all, the name of specialties and certifying bodies differ from one country to another. Accordingly, the 
perimeter of the specialty and the content of training are subjected to variations (3). Duration of training and obligation 
to rotate through neighbour specialties is dissimilar. For surgeons, the recommended operative experience is markedly 
different (4). As opposed to dissimilar training requirements and pathways, the currently applicable European regulations 
implicate mutual recognition of specialist diplomas between European Union member states (directive) (5).

The European Respiratory Society recognized this inequity, and started a unique initiative to harmonize training 
curricula in Europe as early as 2006 (6). After completing a task force on training in Adult Respiratory Medicine, the same 
methodology based on Delphi consensus has been applied to several subspecialties such as paediatric pulmonary medicine, 
intensive care, respiratory infections, sleep medicine, physiotherapy (7-11). The 2 most recent task forces have been run in 
partnership with other European Societies and concern thoracic oncology and thoracic surgery (2,12).

While transfer of knowledge and training cognitive skills is part of traditional teaching, education scientists have demonstrated 
efficacy of simulation training to acquire technical skills (13,14). Increasing attention is addressed to teaching of non-technical 
skills; there are different approaches which may be separated in patient centred and team oriented non-technical skills (15). 
Information technologies have invaded our private lives, and virtual teaching tends to predominate over classic lectures or face-
to-face working groups. We will address in this issue the question whether e-learning platforms are the auditorium of the future.

Recognition of procedural skills by a jury requires an inventory of numbers and type of procedures that have been assisted, 
or performed with help of the mentor. Constitution of a complete and comprehensive portfolio is a critical issue for trainees. 
The portfolio is not only an assessment tool at the end of training, but should be used as an ongoing monitoring tool all-
over the training. As such, the portfolio allows both trainee and trainer to check in real time whether already fulfilled training 
objectives match with the projected curriculum design; in this issue, we present the example of online portfolios designed by 
French National Society for Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery.

New concepts in education science implicate also a reset of evaluation tools and methodology to assess learning outcomes. 
Among these, the HERMES examination for Respiratory Medicine, and the European Board of Thoracic Surgery 
certification strive to label a level of competence in a harmonized pan-European approach.

Simulation, e-learning, virtual reality have become part of our world, but cannot completely substitute personal experience. 
Many training programs encourage mobility of their trainees with fellowships in other institutions in their home country and 
abroad. Two early career surgeons are reporting about their experience without hiding potential odds.

Outside of training excellent physicians and surgeons, we must think of preparing tomorrow’s teachers and leadership. 
In most countries, scientific degrees and credentials are a prerequisite to embrace an academic career. The different ways of 
building up a scientific curriculum are discussed in this issue.

Future still offers some challenges. The first challenge is transition from the position of a trainee to autonomous practice. 
We need to monitor carefully whether the training objectives match with the reality of medical or surgical practice. Besides 
technical skills, the young graduate discovers other issues such as liability, management of finances and collaborators, 
networking and other (16). The second, career-long challenge is continuous professional development. Soon after graduation, 
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the new-baked specialist is facing natural fading of knowledge. In addition, quickly moving science and technology leads 
to development of innovative tools for diagnosis and instrumental procedures, new medications, and evolving treatment 
strategies. Many scientific societies including ESTS and ERS are currently launching strategies for continuous professional 
development. Besides offering several learning opportunities, the education council of ERS has decided to offer a roadmap in 
the 8 main disease areas; several working groups are currently working on existing HERMES syllabi in order to adapt them 
to the needs of continuous professional development in the different disease areas (17,18). 

Continuous professional development should lead to accreditation and recertification. However, once again, there are 
considerable variations between European countries concerning reglementations of life-long learning on the one hand, and 
recertification on the other hand. However, this additional challenge of the future with a marked political flavour is a matter 
of professional advocacy rather than education!

 We thank all expert authors for their invaluable contribution to this issue. We hope that our common work will be useful 
to both trainees and trainers!
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